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ZignSec Signs an Agreement With Wise to 
Optimise Customer Verifications

ZignSec AB has signed an agreement with the London Stock Exchange listed company Wise 
(formerly known as Transferwise), one of the fastest growing money transfer services.

The agreement follows a three-month proof of concept (POC) phase where local eID schemes in 
several countries have been offered to Wise customers with the objective to optimise the current 
user registration and verification flow. After the successful completion of the POC with increased 
user acceptance, the service will now be rolled out across more and more countries globally.

Comment from Timm Schneider, CEO of ZignSec:
“Wise is an excellent example of implementing and utilising ZignSec’s services exactly as they are 
meant to be used. This agreement is a big achievement in demonstrating our global network of 
services ready for usage on a global scale. Wise is a well trusted and very fast-growing global 
company and ZignSec ensures that Wise gets access to the best and most accepted identification 
and verification schemes for country-specific regulatory compliance through a single integration 
so they can focus solely on their core business.”

For more information, please contact:
Timm Schneider, CEO
Phone: +46 8121541 39
timm.schneider@zignsec.com

About ZignSec:
ZignSec AB (publ) is a RegTech company that develops and operates a technical platform that 
brings together different types of ID verification methods in one place. The methods are used by 
companies to securely and quickly identify online customers in real time. The company's 
customers are found in several industries where identification is important, with the greatest 
concentration in financial services and other regulated businesses.
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